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In this paper, we report on the gas sensing properties of mixed oxide Zn-Cu nanostructures obtained by self-

organized chemical deposition are presented. The nanosensors are made from individual ZnO whiskers and are 

coated with CuO/Cu2O. They exhibit selectivity towards H2 and NH3 over other tested gases. Measurements were 

made in the temperature range between 20 - 175 oC. In order to determine the crystalline phases of the studied 

nanostructures, XRD diffractogram was measured, and SEM images were obtained for the morphological analysis. 
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Through this work we explore the unsupervised topological learning of multimodal data presenting a complex 

structure allowing to learn their representations. We are particularly interested in heterogeneous data whose 

representation may have been informed in different ways: expert representation which may be complex. Most 

classical machine learning and statistical inference systems dedicated to multimodal  and/or complex data, whether 

they are based on random models, empirical measures or prototype-based models, rely on a strong hypothesis, 

consisting in supposing at least that the structure of the data generating process for the observed scene is fixed, 

though it can be supposed unknown. In an unsupervised context, some existed works on Ensemble and Collaborative 

machine learning approaches were proposed but are limited to the same data distribution, i.e. in a multi-view context. 

Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) is a data mining technique that splits data matrices by imposing 

restrictions on the elements' non-negativity into two matrices: one representing the data partitions and the other to 

represent the cluster prototypes of the data set. This method has attracted a lot of attention and is used in a wide range 

of applications, including text mining, clustering, language modeling, music transcription, and neuroscience (gene 

separation). The interpretation of the generated matrices is made simpler by the absence of negative values. In this 

work, we propose a study on multi-modal clustering algorithms and present a multi-modal multi-view non-negative 

matrix factorization, in which we analyze the collaboration of several local NMF models. 

The validation of the proposed approach is done on fusion of several emotion detection models covering multiple 

modalities: visual, acoustic and textual based on a dual-layered attention architecture.  

The obtained results will be also presented on a demonstration starting by downloading video from YouTube. 

From the video we extract the audio track and the transcription for processing using and finally, as far as the visual 

aspect is concerned, we use two approaches, the first being based on "MediaPipe" if the trained model requires input 

markers, otherwise we extract directly from the video the images containing a well-framed face and clear. After-that 

the proposed multi-modal Non-negative matrix factorisation method is used for emotional detection. 

 


